In patients suffering from Parkinson's disease (PD), Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) neurosurgery is the best alternative to medical treatment. This surgery produces a Volume of Tissue Activated (VTA) whose correct location in the brain depends on the precise position of the DBS electrodes. In this paper, we automatically locate DBS electrodes using a thresholdbased medical imaging segmentation methodology, by determining the optimal value of this threshold adaptively. We propose a method for automatic segmentation of the DBS electrodes, which adjusts itself to the intensity and rotation parameters of each CT scan. This method includes the CT image registered with a delimited anatomical atlas, which allows the creation of a Region of Interest (ROI) fully adjustable to the anatomy of each patient. The proposed method allows the localization of DBS electrodes in Computed Tomography (CT) images, with an accuracy of 0.2 mm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Medical studies in patients with PD treated with DBS surgery show that the precision in the location of the electrodes is directly correlated with motor enhancement during DBS [1] - [3] . Although other factors influence the clinical results of DBS (accuracy of CT and MRI) [4] , the wrong location of the probes is considered the most common cause of adverse clinical response [5] - [7] . Precise knowledge about the position of the electrode contacts becomes critical information in clinical routines to test the effects of DBS. This information may help to define the electrode that should be stimulated to treat chronic DBS in a better way. The location of electrodes The authors acknowledge the funding provided by COLCIENCIAS and Universidad Tecnológica de Pereira with 706 and 645 agreement, "Jóvenes Investigadores e Innovadores". Julian David Echeverry-Correa is the head of GIADSc (Grupo de Investigación en Análisis de Datos y Sociología Computacional) and truly acknowledges the funding provided by the program Maestría en Ingeniería Eléctrica of the Universidad Tecnológica de Pereira supporting this research. used in DBS is still a challenging procedure, due to the presence of metal artifacts in the electrodes and wires during the procedure of the DBS [8] , [9] . Dykstra et al. [10] worked on an approach with DBS electrodes, by extracting coordinated based on visual inspection of post-surgical CT. However, this method is limited to a reduced number of brain areas, due to the time required for visual extraction. Lalys et al. [11] identified optimal sites for DBS. For the segmentation of electrodes used in the DBS, they applied a fixed intensity threshold, obtaining an error of 1.31 mm in DBS electrodes location. Nonetheless, they did not use actual electrode images for this location but instead modeled the electrode axis within the atlas.
Motevakel and Medvedev [12] used a technique that takes advantage of the linear shape of the electrodes and light beams reflecting the metal elements, resulting in a maximum error of 2.5 mm in the location. Nonetheless, their technique required the presence of two electrodes in the image. To solve this limitation, some authors perform an artifact analysis for the electrode, based on semiautomatic segmentation algorithms [13] . Silva et al. [9] used a cloud-based tool [14] to estimate automatically the position of the DBS electrodes compared with anatomical structures. Horn et al. [5] found the electrodes, through a semi-automatic process. They developed a methodology that has a precision range in the path location of two mm. Finally, they found the electrode using a straightline model. There are studies where the threshold varies proportionally to the average of the intensity of the CT [5] , [15] , [16] . To date, there is only one tool to localize the electrodes automatically [17] . However, this tool does not take into account intrinsic parameters of CT and MRI and has as the primary goal to determine the Euclidean distance between the electrodes and the anatomical structures of interest, with a mean absolute error computed up to 0.23 mm. To the best of our knowledge, there are no previous works about a threshold segmentation method where the threshold is determined automatically based on different individual characteristics of each CT.
In this paper, we propose a methodology for automatic segmentation of the DBS electrodes, which adjust to the intensity and rotation parameters of each CT scan. This method includes the CT image registered with a delimited anatomical atlas, which allows the creation of a Region of Interest (ROI) fully adjustable to the anatomy of each patient, followed by an intensity value that acts as a threshold for the segmentation inside this ROI. We structure the paper as follows. Section 2 describes the materials and methods. Section 3 presents the analysis and results, and section 4 concludes the paper. Figure 1 shows the general diagram of the proposed methodology. The gray boxes represent the medical images as inputs, blue boxes represent state-of-the-art techniques introduced by other authors, and green boxes represent the contributions of the proposed methodology. The red box represents the centroid defining the trajectory of DBS electrodes, as the primary output of the proposed method.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Atlas Originated
Three-dimensional subcortical atlases are valuable tools to reference anatomy and structures in the brain [18] . Digital brain atlases have been used with success to help in the planning of neurosurgical interventions. Due to significant variations in orientation in different CT images, which will depend on the CT scanner, a single Region of Interest (ROI) cannot be generated for all patients. Therefore, this paper proposes an iterative and autonomous method, where an AT-LAS is created for each patient, forming a region of optimal and precise interest, determined by well-defined anatomical coordinates. This ROI should cover most of the DBS electrodes trajectory and should minimize bone structures within it. Initially, to determine a geometric approximation of this ROI, we convert the dimensions of the electrode trajectory to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 6th-generation space [19] . This space lists the sizes of the electrode trajectory in the patients analyzed, so it provides significant geometric constraints to define the ROI defined by the coregistered Atlas, given by the Geometric Analysis Module, as shown in Table  I . TABLE I  DIMENSIONS OF THE ELECTRODE TRAJECTORY IN MNI SPACE. WE   CALCULATE THESE DISTANCES ON THE AXIAL AXIS, TAKING INTO  ACCOUNT THE SLICE WHERE THE ELECTRODE TIP IS LOCATED AND THE   SLICE WHERE THE DBS ELECTRODES TOUCH THE PATIENT'S The software Elastix [20] carries out the coregistration process, which represents the third system of Figure 1 . A linear process performs the MRI image registration with a rigid registration, and then a register based on an affine transformation. Let Ψ = {x r ∈ R : r = (i, j, k)} be a structured set of intensity voxels of image CT normalized to MNI space, where x r is the Hounsfield intensity measured at location r ∈ R ⊂ N 3 , where N are the number of image dimensions:
Where l is the number of slices to be analyzed, and s × a are the slice dimensions. LetŶ be a ROI, obtained by Hadamard product:Ŷ
Where the function Z is a ROI defined as:
Finally, we obtained a binary image B, defined as:
Where T r is the threshold calculated for each slice in the axial axis.
C. Adaptive thresholding
We identified the electrode trajectory using local adaptive threshold segmentation [21] , [22] . Because there is a significant level of variation in the Gray's intensity-scale level between 0−4000 Hounsfield Units (HU), one global threshold does not work well in this case. Local threshold works best where the image is divided into slices. Therefore, we must find one threshold for each slice. The threshold value will depend on local statistics such as variance and mean of the image. We found the threshold T by adding to the intensity average µ of the slice in the CT image, the amount K · σ of the Eq. 5:
Where σ and µ are, respectively, the standard deviation and mean of the intensities values of the pixels within the local window. K is a variable that can be estimated to obtain the best segmentation. In [5] , authors estimated K as 0.9, but this value produces a wrong segmentation since most of the voxel intensity values of DBS electrodes are below the threshold.
To find the optimal value of parameter K that provides the best segmentation, we carried out an exploratory analysis, where K changes in increments of ±0.01 within the range [0.6 − 9.5]. Figure 2 shows the Euclidean Distance between the Ground Truth and the obtained trajectory that defines the segmentation for each of these values of K. The range upper limit for K is determined as 9.5, since the error starts an upward trend at this point. To compare our results with those obtained in [5] , we decrease the CT resolution to 0.63 mm, using linear interpolation.
D. CT dataset
The dataset was collected at the Instituto de Epilepsia y Parkinson del Eje Cafetero and Instituto Neurológico de Colombia. This dataset is composed of eight (8) computed tomography scans, applied to an equal number of patients, all diagnosed by a specialist as patients with Parkinson's Disease. These CT images have an average resolution of 1.45 mm. To get the ground truth, the centroids of the electrodes are manually labeled in the slices. This study considers more than 1600 manually labeled electrodes centroids. Figure 2 shows the mean Euclidean distance (ED) that measures the segmentation accuracy for six patients. We are using the proposed method for K values from the range [0.6−9.8]. The ED presented by LEAD, on average, for the six patients, is shown with red stars. We calculate this distance for LEAD [5] only at K = 0.9. However, an extension of this line is made, using red stars, to show that the ED that generates the proposed method, is consistently lower than the ED of LEAD. In more than half of the patients, the proposed method shows a smaller Euclidean distance, even with the same K value as the one used in LEAD. This ED shows the improvement in the precision provided by the proposed method.
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Given the unique conditions of noise and intensity in each CT image, a single K value cannot be defined as the only appropriate value for all patients. We performed a qualitative study, determining a range of optimal K values, for which the Euclidean distance is minimized for the database patients, letting finding the best location. From Figure 2 we can observe that all K values higher than four, have a lower Euclidean distance than LEAD. However, to increase the precision in the K range location, it is placed as a condition that all K values in this range should allow a segmentation whose Euclidean distance with Ground Truth will be less than 1 mm for all patients. Finally, we obtain that the range of values for K selected for the methodology is [7.27 − 8.5]. Fig. 2 . The Euclidean distance that defines the DBS segmentation results of electrodes in six patients (P1, P2,...), the increase of K in each iteration is 0.01 mm. The red stars line shows the Euclidean distance we obtained using the Toolbox LEAD; this distance is only valid for K = 0.9. For comparison, we made an extension of the LEAD result (red stars) along the range of K.
The frame with a black dotted line represents the K-scale values where the accuracy that defines the segmentation is less than one mm in all the training patients. We perform a zoom of this range.
Due to significant variations in orientation in different CT images, which depend on the CT scanner, we cannot generate a single ROI for all patients. Therefore, this paper proposes an iterative and autonomous method, where an ATLAS iteratively calculated is created for a patient, forming a region of optimal and precise interest for that patient, determined by well-defined anatomical coordinates. This ROI should cover most of the DBS electrodes trajectory and should minimize bone structures within it. Therefore, the atlas for the coregistered ROI is defined anatomically, precisely and easily reproducible: in the sagittal plane, there are no variations; the only limit is the range [−40, +40] mm. In the caudal part, the axial axis has values of [-49, -39.5] mm, while the coronal axis is limited between [-30, +3] mm. In the immediately upper part, the axial axis is limited in the range [-39, +1.5] mm and the coronal axis is limited between [-30, +22] mm. In the most cranial part of the Atlas, the axial axis is limited in the range [+2, +31] mm and the coronal axis is limited between [-30, +32] mm. This ROI is 80 mm deep in axial axis, has a width of 80 mm in sagittal axis, and in coronal axis, the length changes because the electrode trajectory moves mainly in this axis.
We set the full atlas up from the Patient 4 CT because he presents the most significant depth of the electrode in the axial axis. Therefore, it is the patient who could introduce more meaningful measures of error and presence of cranial structures. Figure 3 shows the resulting MHA format image (green) after the coregistration between ATLAS and MNI P3 CT. It is observed that the atlas is well delimited, minimizing the cranial area in the analysis and allowing to cover most of the electrode trajectory. Figure 4 shows the 3D reconstruction of the DBS electrode trajectory provided by the proposed and LEAD methods placed on the image of the electrodes (blank). We observe it that the LEAD method (red) does not define well the electrode trajectory. Although LEAD follows Fig. 3 . ROI generated by co-registration between the proposed atlas with the CT MNI of P3. It can be observed that the new ROI generated minimizes the inclusion of bone or cranial structures, thus producing a higher level of precision in the segmentation by an adaptive threshold. We obtained these images using the Slicer software. the trajectory correctly in the coronal and sagittal axes, it does not have concordance with the trajectory along the axial axis. This lack of accuracy of LEAD is because it is not an automatic method, so it requires a specialist adjustment in the axial axis depth. Instead, the proposed method segments the electrode trajectory automatically, without supervision or correction of any kind. Applying our method, we obtained an electrode trajectory that matches with an average accuracy of 0.2 mm the exact trajectory of the electrodes. The proposed method takes around 28% of the time it takes LEAD to obtain a result. The proposed method is 78% faster than LEAD v1. We measured the execution times in a dual-core i5 2450-M 2.5 GHz processor, based on the Sandy Bridge architecture, with 12 GB of RAM, Intel HD Graphics 3000 integrated video card and 128 GB internal SSD. Table II tabulates the mean and standard deviation of the Mean Squared Error (MSE) between ground truth trajectory coordinates and the output coordinates of both electrodes, provided by the proposed method and the LEAD v1 algorithm for each patient. We observe that the proposed method consistently has a smaller error than the LEAD [5] method. This difference between errors is due to the lack of automation of LEAD [5] method. In the error measure presented here for LEAD [5] , there is no manual correction for electrodes in the axial axis which can explain the MSE of up to 207 mm in patient 4 for the LEAD method.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We provide a methodology of segmentation of medical images for automatic localization of electrodes used in the DBS surgery. The method proposed here has been shown to adapt to the patient's conditions (using adaptive mean intensity and K), distortion and other parameters of the CT. Results show that the method can locate with an accuracy of less than 1.5 mm per slice, the real path followed by the DBS electrodes. This paper provides a new approach that allows us to perform DBS electrodes segmentation with a MSE of 0.2 mm, in the eight patients in the database. Due to the small number of patients available to validate these results, it is essential to corroborate these results with larger databases. Regarding state-of-the-art methods, this work proposes a method that automatically and accurately segments the DBS electrodes. This proposed method can work well even without the intervention of the specialist because it does not require manual corrections to the electrodes trajectory in any of the three anatomical axes. The proposed approach has the positive clinical implication that medical specialist does not have to provide feedback in the process of the DBS electrodes segmentation since the method proposed here has proven to be automatic and accurate. Furthermore, the computation time of DBS electrodes segmentation has decreased, reaching reductions of up to 78% in calculation time of the trajectory, compared with previous approaches [5] .
